Case Study: #freejagginow

Social Media Event on Monday, 26 February 2018 to continue raising awareness for #FreeJaggiNow campaign.

Use #FreeJaggiNow on your social media platform and encourage friends and family to do the same to target a wider audience.

Let's not let Jaggi be silenced and forgotten and let us bring our brother back home.

Jaggi has been detained without charge for the past 219 days. He has attended court on 45 occasions, subject to third degree torture by the Indian authorities.

Yesterday the handwritten note from Jaggi was released to the public, Jaggi needs you now more than ever before. The UK government are failing him, are you going to sit idle or assist with being Jaggi’s voice.

The #freejagginow campaign will be holding a workshop at GNG Smethwick on Saturday 23rd June 2018, from 2 - 4pm.

You will hear from Jaggi’s brother and others regarding the journey of the campaign. There will be an opportunity to ask questions.

If you are interested in being a part of the campaign and assisting with various roles available. Come along and provide your assistance to raise Jaggi's voice.

If you were in this situation would Jaggi sit idle or be the first to raise his voice for you. Today Jaggi needs you to be his voice.

#freejagginow
Liked by aminkaur, mehataaab and 410 others
freejagginow More than 100 days in detention without charge. Tortured | Silenced BE JAGGI’S VOICE #FreeJaggiNow

Twitter Event
Sunday 3 December, 2017
#FreeJaggiNow
U.K. 6pm • U.S. 1pm (EST)

Liked by akshdeep.singh99 and 134 others
freejagginow Join the Twitter Event on Sunday 3 December, 2017 (UK 6pm) to raise awareness and help spread the word to everyone living in the UK to write to their MPs again for Phase 2:
- https://www.facebook.com/SikhFederationUK/posts/1545551782199702
- #FreeJaggiNow
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DECEMBER 2, 2017

Liked by karmveeraur, theloststrings and 340 others
freejagginow Worldwide Chaupai Sahib Jiap on Sunday 11 March, 2018
Please organize programs with your local sangat at Gurdwara or at home for the immediate release of Jagtar Singh Johal

View 1 comment
MARCH 10, 2018
STANDARD MP LETTER RE: #FreeJaggiNow
Dear [Insert MPs name]

Urgent Action Appeal: To protect a British Sikh national kidnapped and detained by police in India

I am deeply concerned and worried to hear about the abduction and detention of Jagtar Singh Johal, a 30-year old UK citizen from Dumbarton, by the Indian police in Punjab since the 4 November 2017. Jagtar travelled to Punjab with his family on 2 October for his wedding that took place on 18 October and had been there for nearly five weeks when he was swooped upon. He had previously travelled to Punjab earlier this year in April for his engagement and stayed there for seven weeks without any difficulties.

Jagtar was out shopping with his newly wed wife and female cousin when he was abducted. There have been numerous national media reports that highlight his situation – see links at the foot of this letter.

On 5 November he was presented in court and was placed in police remand for five days. This was extended for four days on 10 November. His family in India and in the UK have been threatened and harassed.

It is unbelievable that to date the British High Commission has not been granted access to meet him to ensure themselves of his mental and physical wellbeing. Furthermore he has been denied contact with his legal representatives and his family. He has not been charged and his family fear he is being tortured.

As a constituent I would urge you to:

a. Contact his local MP Martin Docherty-Hughes to discuss how you can assist to secure his immediate release and return to the UK.

b. Write to the Foreign Secretary on my behalf to ensure this case is given a much higher priority and to put pressure on the Indian authorities.

c. Write to complain to the British High Commission in London on the treatment of a British national and his family members in the UK.

Please copy me your letters to the Foreign Secretary and Indian High Commission in London and any responses when they are received. Also please liaise with Preet Kaur Gill MP the Chair of the APPG for British Sikhs who is also in direct contact with the family.

Yours sincerely,
Your name
full postal address,
including postcode
Links to national media reports:
The Times - Scot held in India 'influenced youth'
BBC News - Scots activist arrested in India for online 'influence'
Independent - British tourist arrested in India for 'influencing the youth through social media'
Evening Express - Briton accused by Indian authorities of 'influencing youth through social media'
The Scotsman - Scot forced into back of a van and held in India
The Scottish Sun – Scot on holiday to India has sack thrown over his head before being thrown into a van by cops for 'influencing through social media'
END